Written Reprimand- Monetary Fine - Competition Suspension – Disqualification

Date: …………………………………………………………………………………

Competition: ………………………………………………………………………

Name of offender: ……………………………………….. Nation: ………………….

[ ] Athlete  [ ] Team Official

Offender’s hearing at: ……………………………………….. Time: ………………….

Violation against WPNS Rule:

[ ] WPNS 343.8  Violation of classical technique rules

[ ] WPNS 343.6/6.1  Did not follow the marked course / didn’t return back to the point where he/she left the marked course (circle one)

[ ] WPNS 343.9  Obstruction deliberately impeding, blocking (by not following best line), charging or pushing any competitor with any part of the body or ski equipment.

[ ] WPNS 352.2.3  Second written warning in the same WPNS WC season

[ ] WPNS 352.2.2  Automatic Disqualification: ………………………………………

[ ] WPNS 344.2  Non-competitor order & control (e.g. coach, wax tech., athlete for warm up or cool down) skiing on course during competition.

Evidence: ……………………………………………………………………………

Remarks: ……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

Sanction decided by the Jury: Time: …………………

[ ] Disqualification

[ ] Competition Suspension + Written Reprimand

[ ] Written Reprimand (For competitors the second written reprimand leads to disqualification)

[ ] Time Penalty: ………………………………………………………………………

[ ] Monetary Fine: 250 EUR (Team), 100 EUR (Individual) ……………………………..

Name and Signature TD: …………………………………………………………………

Signature of offender: …………………………………………………………………

Copy to: - Offender - Jury meeting minutes and TD report